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Inzenius™ Partners with V2verify™ to Add Voice Biometrics to Their Time and 

Attendance Solution 
 
Omaha, NE (November 28th, 2018) – V2verify™, the industry-leading user authentication and 
identity management provider, is pleased to announce Inzenius™ has partnered with them to 
offer voice authentication to their time and attendance solution. 
 
Inzenius is a leading provider of Human Resource and Capital Management Solutions 
(HRM/HCM) in Australia and New Zealand.  They pride themselves on using innovative 
technology to provide their customers with the best user experience possible.  According to 
Russell Bode, Inzenius’ Innovation Leader, adding a voice authentication technology to their time 
and attendance solution will provide their customers with a more streamlined and secure time 
clock management process, while cutting down on time clock fraud.  
 
“We’re excited to be working with V2verify”, said Russell Bode. “We are impressed with their 
user authentication and identity management solution; It supports our mission to be responsive 
to our customer’s ever-changing human capital requirements. V2verify will also play a key role in 
future product innovations.” 

 
“Offering solutions that address HRM and HCM business challenges are at the heart of Inzenius’ 
business model, and we’re honored they selected V2verify’s biometric and AI technology to be 
part of their product’s roadmap,”  said Damian De Rozairo, V2verify CEO.   

 
About V2verify 
V2verify is a patented, omnichannel voice authentication and identity management solution that 
can authenticate a user with 2-seconds or less of natural speech.  V2verify has a built-in 
"liveness" aware feature that prevents the use of hi-fidelity voice recordings and a voice file that 
cannot be reverse-engineered.  
 
About Inzenius 
Inzenius provides an HRM Payroll Rostering Time & Attendance HCM in one fully integrated 
package, servicing over 400 customers in Australia and New Zealand. 
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